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Presentation Notes
ThanksSo Eric and I coordinated work by a bunch of great folks, listed here … on the prospects for the ngVLA… to make breakthroughs in the are of “Galaxy Ecosystems”… which broadly means the matter cycle in and around galaxiesThe results are written up in detail in this white paper out last fall



1. The frequency range between 20 and 115 GHz contains a stunning
array of continuum and line diagnostics that access the physical and
chemical state of the gas in and around galaxies.

2. Many of these diagnostics have been too faint to exploit in a
systematic way, even with ALMA and the VLA.

3. If optimized for surface brightness sensitivity (at, say, ~1’’ resolution),
the ngVLA can be an unparalleled machine to use these capabilities
to learn about the physics of ‘galaxy ecosystems.’

4. However, the nominal design being discussed does not noticeably
exceed the capabilities of ALMA.

Summary
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Presentation Notes
And with only 10 minutes, I’m not going to go into details… I instead want to stay at a high level… and try to raise what I think is a key point for discussion this weekSo the take away points that I want to make… are that the frequency range between 20 and 115 GHz, and especially between 75 and 115 GHz… is packed with powerful diagnostics of the distribution and physical state … of gas and star formation in and around galaxiesAnd most of these diagnostics are faint … compared to the capabilities of current mm- and cm-wave facilities… even ALMA and the VLA… this creates a big discovery space that can be accessed by the ngVLA if it is designed in the right wayHere the “right way” means a reasonable degree of optimization … for surface brightness sensitivity at 0.1 to 1” resolution... such that that the ngVLA blows a plausibly upgraded ALMA out of the water at these frequenciesBut the point we should discuss – and I expect may come up in the next session… is that the currently envision ngVLA does not represent such an advance in this dimension



• 1-115 GHz line emission offers a main way to observe distribution, motions, physical 
state, and chemical state of atomic (HI), molecular (H2), and ionized (HII) gas.

• 1-115 GHz continuum contains information on recent star formation (ionized gas), 
cosmic ray electrons, magnetic field structure, and hot gas pressure (SZ effect).

• (See VLBI discussion in next session) Astrometry and kinematics with extremely high 
precision to trace structure of the Milky Way and the Local Group.

HI in M74: Walter+ ‘08 CO in M51: Schinnerer+ ‘13 Continuum in M82: Marvil & Owen 

1-115 GHz Contains Main Diagnostics to Trace the Matter Cycle
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I refer you to the memo for a more complete discussion … of the diagnostics accessible to the ngVLA… broadly, line emission in this range lets you access the distribution, motion… and physical state of molecular, atomic, and even ionized gasContinuum emission contains information on recent star formation… cosmic rays, magnetic field structure, and gas pressureAnd although I won’t get to it in 10 minutes, there’s also a potential huge gain in this field… from combining the ngVLA collecting area with VLBI baselines



The 3-4 mm atmospheric window includes a wealth of molecular lines that together diagnose the 
physical and chemical state of molecular gas (density, excitation, XDR/PDR, chemistry, more).

1-115 GHz Contains Main Diagnostics to Trace the Matter Cycle

NGC 253 starburst
Meier et al. (2015)
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Briefly, this figure shows the richness of the mm-wave spectrum… this is the nearby starburst NGC 253 as observed with ALMA… showing a wealth of molecular lines… that collectively can tell you about the density, excitation, and chemical makeup of the molecular gas… they can trace shocks and isotopic variations… distinguish X-ray, Photon, and Cosmic Ray dominated regions… and even trace the ionized gas via recombination linesThis range of 80 to 115 GHz is unusually rich and often holds… the lowest rotational transitions of these molecules… so that unlike higher frequency work with ALMA, this range offers tools to trace all gas… not just excited, hot regions



All major continuum processes visible: synchrotron, dust (RJ and spinning), thermal free-free. 
Polarization traces B-field structure. With enough sensitivity, see S-Z effect from normal galaxies.

1-115 GHz Contains Main Diagnostics to Trace the Matter Cycle

Continuum in M82: Marvil & Owen 
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Over the ngVLA range, the continuum is also a stunningly powerful tool… all of the major emission mechanisms are visible and can even be dominant in this regime… that is, you have the prospect to observe Rayleigh Jens dust emission… synchrotron emission, thermal free-free, and even spinning dustFrom polarization, it’s possible to trace the magnetic field structure… and with enough sensitivity, it might even be possible to see the Sunyaev-Zeldovich effect… to trace gas pressure in the halos of normal galaxies
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• How does gas move in and out of galaxies?

• How does the chemistry and physical state of the 
ISM depend on galaxy and environment?

• How do black holes and stars change the state 
and chemistry of the surrounding gas?

• How are high mass stars and clusters of stars 
formed, in detail?

• How does the state and chemistry of gas affect 
its ability to form stars?

• What is the structure of hot gas halos and 
magnetic fields in galaxies?

The Matter Cycle in and Around Galaxies
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By deploying these capabilities across the Milky Way and other galaxies… the ngVLA has the ability to make major contributions … to a long string of very basic questions.How does gas move in and out of galaxies?How do chemistry and the physical state of the gas… depend on environment and feedback… and how do they affect the ability of gas to form clouds and stars?How are clusters and stars formed in detail?How are magnetic fields structured in galaxies?And even how are the hot gas halos around galaxies structured?



Mean CO
Mean HCN

Integrated M51 Spectra – Pety+ ‘13, Bigiel+ ‘16

The Key Diagnostics are Faint

Both lines and continuum diagnostics are faint compared to capabilities of current telescopes in this 
regime: see HCN and free-free continuum in M51. Surface brightness sensitivity is key to advance.
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So people have, of course, known about these tools for a long time… why do they remain a key target for an ngVLA?… the short answer is that they are almost all terribly sensitivity starved at present… and that a huge increase in collecting area is the most natural way to break thisTake a couple of examples here – first for spectroscopy… HCN 1-0 is one of the brightest non-CO lines in the mm-wave spectrum… and a standard tracer of high density gas… it’s still incredibly faint – and all the other lines near it are even fainter… to illustrate this, these are the actual integrated spectra of CO and HCN for M51… on the same scale – the HCN is high signal to noise, it’s just crazy faintSimilarly, on the right I’m showing a simulation of the cm-wave continuum in M51…again, dozens of hours even with the Jansky VLA reveals only the brightest knots of emission… great, but clearly allowing the prospect for large improvement



What We Should Ask For (And Is Not in the Specs Now)

The best way to achieve this is a massive gain in collecting area at the relevant baselines
compared to previous facilities. For the “thermal” science in the galaxy ecosystems area, the
relevant baselines are roughly those of the current VLA, especially a few km.

A leap in surface brightness sensitivity (at ~0.1 to 1”) would bring powerful, but previously too
faint, physical diagnostics in the range ν = 1-115 GHz in to regular use at high resolution, so
that they could be applied to survey purposes and become regular tools for “P.I. science.”
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So we have phenomenal diagnostics… and remain sensitivity starved despite even with current capabilities… what we need is a lead forward in surface brightness sensitivity at ~ 0.1 to 1 arcsecond resolution… by something like an order of magnitude over the range 1 to 115 GHz… this would render things that used to be niche or key project science… to be deployed for PI science and make new styles of surveys possible



What We Should Ask For - Illustrated

With PdBI (pre-ALMA) this 1’’ CO 1-0 map of M51 (PAWS, Schinnerer+ ‘13) took ~200 hours.
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Let me try to illustrate this with a concrete example… this is PAWS, the first 1 arcsecond resolution CO 1- map… of a big part of a spiral galaxy… this took essentially all of the good winter weather for the predecessor to NOEMA… about 200 hours



What We Should Ask For - Illustrated

With ALMA this 1’’ CO 2-1 map of M99 takes 1.5 hours. Which means that this capability can be
used for surveys but also that a line 10 times fainter can be surveyed as a key project. The leap
in surface brightness sensitivity changes the science that can be done with the array.
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And this Is the leap forward with ALMA… this is 1” resolution CO 2-1 imaging of M99… it takes 1.5 hours of ALMA time… which makes it possible to not only survey galaxies at new resolution… but deploy a PAWS scope key project to harness fainter diagnostics than COThe enabling leap here is that ALMA is simply much more sensitive than previous telescopes… in surface brightness terms and at resolutions that yield sensitivity to cold thermal lines... you can spend this on surveys or on new, fainter diagnostics, or on resolution to some degreeBut there’s a leap here, a qualitative leap… regardless of what the hot topic is in galaxy ecosystems… that jump of an order of magnitude in surface brightness sensitivity can probably be deployed to address it



Notional Sensitivity of Current ngVLA Does Not Exceed ALMA

ngVLA notional parameters from website (30, 80, 100 GHz)

ALMA cycle 4 capabilities – line at 90 GHz
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Now I will get myself in trouble?Are we getting this in the notional ngVLA?… so I’m worried that the answer to this is “no”… here I’ve highlighted the notional sensitivity from the ngVLA web page… based, I believe, on the Carilli memo… and I compare ALMA’s sensitivity in an hour (with a bigger field of view)… in surface brightness terms… and at least here at 80/90 GHz right now the conceived ngVLA is less sensitive than ALMAYou can argue bandwidth and other details… but to me, this is a topic that we should seriously discuss this week… because it determines the kind of science that will be done with the ngVLA at a very basic level



1. The frequency range between 20 and 115 GHz contains a stunning
array of continuum and line diagnostics that access the physical and
chemical state of the gas in and around galaxies.

2. Many of these diagnostics have been too faint to exploit in a
systematic way, even with ALMA and the VLA.

3. If optimized for surface brightness sensitivity (at, say, ~1’’ resolution),
the ngVLA can be an unparalleled machine to use these capabilities
to learn about the physics of ‘galaxy ecosystems.’

4. However, the nominal design being discussed does not noticeably
exceed the capabilities of ALMA.

Summary
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